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Abstract

The detection of cold O+
2 and O+ ions in the vicinity of Saturn’s rings during the Cassini Orbiter orbit insertion confirmed expectations that the

rings would have a water product atmosphere and ionosphere. These observations prompted a new look at their origin and nature by Johnson et al.
[Johnson, R.E., Luhmann, J.G., Tokar, R.L., Bouhram, M., Berthelier, J.J., Sittler, E.C., Cooper, J.F., Hill, T.W., Crary, F.J., Young, D.T., 2006.
Icarus 180, 393–402], but also raised questions about the ionosphere’s spatial distribution and fate that inspired the ionospheric model described
in this report. Here a test particle model with some Monte Carlo aspects is used to consider the behavior of the O+

2 and O+ ions produced in the
atmosphere of Saturn’s rings. Key features of these calculations include the Johnson et al. description of the production of the ring atmosphere, and
the effects of the offset dipole magnetic field of Saturn. The results suggest that the latter should produce some possibly observable asymmetries
in both the inner ring ionosphere and the precipitation of ring ions into the atmosphere of Saturn. Further in situ observations of the rings are not
currently planned, but remote sensing instruments on Cassini may provide future observational tests of the model.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The rings of Saturn are composed of dust and dirty water
ice bodies of up to boulder size (e.g., Esposito et al., 2005).
These are exposed to sunlight, both direct and reflected from
Saturn or other parts of the rings themselves, as well as the mag-
netospheric and ionospheric electron and ion populations, and
neutral particles. All of these are potential sources of a gaseous
atmosphere of the rings. Models of the atmosphere of the rings
(Ip, 1984, 1995; Pospieszalska and Johnson, 1991) have pre-
dicted the presence of H2O, O2, O, OH, H from meteoroid
impacts and photo-desorption and/or energetic particle sputter-
ing of ring material, while the Hubble Space Telescope detected
an extended OH cloud (Shemansky et al., 1993; Jurac et al.,
2002) that appeared to reach into the region occupied by the
rings (∼1.4–2.4 RS, equatorial). Thus the Cassini Orbiter ob-
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servations during Saturn orbit insertion (SOI) sparked renewed
interest in the environment of the rings, and the effects of their
interaction with the surrounding particles and fields.

Low energy ion composition detection techniques are gener-
ally more sensitive than current neutral particle detectors such
as gas mass spectrometers. Two instruments on the Cassini Or-
biter that are capable of in situ detection of rarefied atmospheres
through detection of their ionospheres are the ion and neutral
mass spectrometer (INMS) (Waite et al., 2005) and the Cassini
plasma analyzer (CAPS) (Young et al., 2005). Together, these
can sense heavy ions at low energies (several eV to 10s of keV)
down to densities of ∼10−2 cm−3 (CAPS) and ∼10−4 cm−3

(INMS), provided that their apertures or fields of view are suit-
ably oriented. Both INMS and CAPS detected O+

2 and O+ ions
in the minutes prior to and following the descending ring plane
crossing at distances of ∼1.8–2.1 RS (CAPS), and ∼2.3–3.0 RS

(CAPS and INMS). These intervals were determined in large
part by the instruments’ pointing and operation modes, and so
do not preclude the existence of ring ions over a broader range
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of locations. The availability of observations raised new chal-
lenges for models of the ring atmosphere and ionosphere.

One problem is that the energetic particle population de-
tected during Cassini SOI drops rapidly near the outer edge of
the rings at about 2.3 RS, although it reappears inside of the
main rings (∼1.4 RS) (Krimigis et al., 2005). These observa-
tions confirm the expectation that the rings absorb the charged
particles as they radially diffuse inward and bounce between
the northern and southern hemispheres in Saturn’s nearly dipo-
lar magnetic field. As they are absorbed at the outer edge of
the rings, the energetic particles must produce a component of
the atmosphere of the rings by particle sputtering. However,
away from the ring boundaries, once the energetic particles are
absorbed, their contribution as a source disappears. If the at-
mosphere of the rings extends over a large radial extent, as the
Cassini INMS and CAPS observations suggest, there must be
other sources and/or ion redistribution processes.

The ring ionosphere, by virtue of its greater detectability on
Cassini, provides indirect confirmation of a ring atmosphere’s
existence. The neutral atoms and molecules can be ionized by
either direct or reflected sunlight, by magnetospheric electron
impact ionization, or by charge exchange with ions in the neigh-
borhood. The detected species O+

2 suggests the presence of a
molecular oxygen atmosphere. HST (Hall et al., 1995) and the
Galileo spacecraft UV investigation (Hansen et al., 2005) ob-
served an O2 atmosphere around Jupiter’s icy satellite Europa
whose source was suggested to be energetic ion and electron
impact-induced decomposition of ice (Johnson et al., 2003;
Shematovich et al., 2005). It was recently suggested that this
same basic process may be at work in Saturn’s rings, but dom-
inated by UV photon-induced decomposition (Johnson et al.,
2006). Further details on the rarefied neutral atmosphere of the
rings from Cassini depend in part on our ability to interpret the
ionospheric observations.

The ring ionosphere is also interesting in its own right.
Ring atmosphere ions can be accelerated to greater than es-
cape velocities by the corotation electric field of Saturn, and
following neutralization by charge exchange with surrounding
neutrals, escape into the outer magnetosphere or even interplan-
etary space. Thus the ring ionosphere is an important part of the
chain of mass production in, and escape from, Saturn’s mag-
netosphere. The observed spatial extent of the ring ionosphere
is also interesting in light of the Voyager era report that the
aligned nearly ideal dipole field of Saturn is offset with re-
spect to the planet’s gravitational center by ∼0.04 RS toward
the north, along the rotation axis (Connerney et al., 1983). This
offset, which has now been confirmed by the Cassini magne-
tometer team (Dougherty et al., 2005) should in part dictate
the latitudinal extent and symmetry of the ring ionosphere “ion
torus” as the produced ions mirror about the magnetic equator
lying above the ring plane. Inferred small axisymmetric higher
order moments should not significantly affect the ion motions
near the equator. The ring ionosphere is thus also a diagnostic
for Saturn’s internal magnetic field irregularity and its conse-
quences.

In this report we examine some of the expected conse-
quences of the ion production process and the offset dipole for
the characteristics of Saturn’s ring ionosphere using a simplified
test particle model. In particular, we show that the combina-
tion of the gravitational field and the corotation electric field
acting on the ring ions in the offset dipole field may produce
asymmetries in both the ring ionosphere and its interaction
with Saturn’s atmosphere. Our model is consistent with the
Cassini SOI observations by INMS and CAPS, and also pre-
dicts features beyond those that can be verified with the avail-
able limited observations. Although the Cassini Orbiter will not
approach the ring radial distances again during its prime mis-
sion, the possible remote observations of the ring atmosphere
and ionosphere by Cassini instruments through their ultravio-
let emissions (Esposito et al., 2005), and via energetic neutral
atoms (ENA) arising from energetic particle charge exchange
with the neutrals in Saturn’s magnetosphere (Krimigis et al.,
2005), may provide further tests of the model and its implica-
tions.

2. A model of the ring ion source

As mentioned above, the Cassini observations of mainly O+
2

ions are consistent with a Europa-like mainly O2 atmosphere.
The ultimate ion source rate for the rings is due to photoion-
ization with a branching ratio, a measure of relative production
rate, for O+

2 and O + O+ that favors O+
2 by a ratio of about 4–1.

The O+
2 ions are produced as cold (∼100–200 K or ∼0.01–

0.02 eV) ions while the latter process makes hot O+ ions and
hot neutral O (∼0.5–1 eV each). The setting of the rings is such
that ions created near the ring plane are “picked up” with an
initial Keplerian velocity for the radial distance of their parent
neutrals from Saturn, plus a small velocity component from the
ion creation process (Johnson et al., 2006). At these low ener-
gies, the ions are controlled by the combination of the nearly
dipolar local magnetic field, the corotation electric field, and
Saturn’s gravitational field.

The cold O+
2 thermal velocity plus the corotation velocity

gained from the electric field result in a flat angular distribu-
tion. Therefore the O+

2 is injected nearly along the ring plane,
while the suprathermal O+ is more isotropically injected. Af-
ter injection the ions are subject to further interaction with the
rings and the ring atmosphere. Because the cold ions must mir-
ror close to the ring plane, they spend much of their time in
the neutral ring atmosphere. As a consequence, both the O+

2
and O+ ions are likely to undergo one or more collisions with
neutral O2 molecules before returning to the ring plane. The
collisions produce scattered ion populations with higher paral-
lel (to the magnetic field) velocities so that they mirror farther
from the ring plane than they would in the absence of the col-
lisions. Whether a collision results in a gain or loss of energy
for the ion or the neutral is determined by the complex inter-
play of forces on the particles in this region of Saturn space.
Any ring atmosphere neutrals that are energized by collisions
with ions that have gained energy from the corotation electric
field can also be photoionized outside of ring plane, providing
an extended source of new, more energetic pickup ions at larger
radial distances (>2.4 RS). However, here we do not consider
this secondary potential source of new ions, but instead con-
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centrate on the fate of the primary ion population born in the
rings.

An interesting aspect of the ring ionosphere that merits ex-
ploration is the effect of the dipole field offset mentioned ear-
lier. The ∼0.04 RS northward displacement of the dipole field
with respect to Saturn’s rotational equator should cause most of
the newly created ions to experience an initial northward mir-
ror force near the ring plane. Ions originating over the southern
face of the rings are thus more quickly reflected back into the
rings, while in the north, the ions can be trapped around the
magnetic field minimum of the dipole equator if a scattering
collision increases their pitch angle. Thus the potential resi-
dence time and hence density of ions produced over the north
face may be larger than over the south face of the rings. In ad-
dition to the magnetic mirror forces, gravity is always acting
on the ions. The rings span the interesting radius, at ∼1.8 RS,
where the Keplerian velocity is equal to the corotation veloc-
ity. As a result, the traditional picture of ion tori energized by
the corotation electric field does not hold equally throughout
the ∼1.4–2.4 RS radial range of the rings. To examine the im-
plications we construct a model which includes the essential
geometrical and physical elements of the ring ions’ setting.

A ring ionosphere model is generated by following mass 32
and 16 amu singly ionized test particle ions injected at 0.2 RS
intervals between 1.4 and 2.4 RS on a radial grid. We numeri-
cally solve the full ion equation of motion mā = q(Ē + v̄ × B̄)

(where m is ion mass, ā is the ion acceleration, q is the sin-
gle electron charge of the ion, v̄ is the ion velocity, and Ē and
B̄ are the magnetospheric electric and magnetic fields with Ē
equal to the corotation field Ē = −(V̄ × B̄) with V̄ the lo-
cal magnetospheric corotation velocity). The dipolar magnetic
field B̄ includes a dipole moment offset along the spin axis of
z = +0.04 RS (where the z axis is the spin axis). The corota-
tion electric field is consistent with Saturn’s rotation period of
∼10.2 h. The Saturn-centered gravitational field is consistent
with the mass of Saturn. No attempt is made to simulate the
Cassini Gap or other ring gaps in this first-order model. The use
of a radial grid introduces a small (factor of ∼2) initial weight-
ing function per unit area of ring surface that decreases with
radius. This has only a minor effect on the overall statistics, and
can eventually be made more precise once the details of the ion
production mechanism(s) are more fully worked out.

The present model is also not steady state, in the sense that
rates of ion production and loss are not forced to balance. Ion
injections along a single radial rapidly populate all azimuths
during each model calculation run, after which the gross ap-
pearance of the results do not change appreciably with run time.

Angular distributions of the injected ions are approximated
by injecting 100 particles at each injection point, with a direc-
tional distribution mimicking an initially flat or isotropic injec-
tion, depending on whether the ion species is O+

2 or O+. We
further assume ion–neutral collisions occur in a layer of am-
bient neutrals centered on the ring plane so that ions can be
scattered once they leave the plane. They are assumed to be ab-
sorbed at the ring plane when they return, at which time a new
ion is launched to maintain a steady test particle population.
The ion–molecule collisions with the ambient O2 molecules are
treated in a quasi Monte Carlo fashion with random pitch angle
cosine changes and center of mass energy redistributions at time
intervals determined by the estimated collision frequency. The
O2 was assumed to exist in a uniformly dense layer 1000 km
thick on either side of the ring plane (the approximate scale
height derived by Johnson et al., 2006). No other spatial or en-
ergy diffusion mechanisms are included in the present model.

A standard energy-conserving finite difference method is
used to solve the ion equation of motion of each injected parti-
cle. Time steps of 0.01 gyroperiod assure an accurate solution
over the long time of each integration. The results are based
on particles followed for 12 million time steps, with their po-
sitions registered every 120,000 time steps. Because the time
step is fixed and uniform, the statistics of the ion locations can
be used to visualize densities and calculate energy and angular
distributions. The primary results are illustrated by Figs. 1–10.

3. Results

Figs. 1a, 1b show the locations of O+
2 and O+ ions, re-

spectively, obtained under the above assumptions for the forces
on the particles and the neutral density-related ion–molecule
collision process. Without the ion–molecule collisions the lat-
itudinal distributions of the ions would be largely confined to
the space z = 0–0.08 RS, north of the ring plane and centered
on the magnetic equator at z = +0.04 RS. The much broader
latitudinal distribution is the result of collisions re-orienting the
trajectories of the ions from those they would have from their
initial Keplerian velocity and corotation electric field pickup
alone. These snapshots of the calculated ion positions show a
few modeling artifacts from the 0.2 RS separation of the in-
jection radii, which is much larger than the ion gyroradius.
Nevertheless, the bouncing motion between mirror points in the
northern and southern dipole hemispheres is clearly seen. The
displacement of the bounce motion symmetry plane northward
of the ring plane is less clear in these displays, but its effects
become apparent below. Given the collision times for O+

2 of
∼104 s (2.8 h) and O+ of ∼1.4 × 104 s (3.9 h), a few direc-
tion and energy altering collisions will occur before a particle
injected from the ring plane returns to the ring plane. These col-
lisions are what populate the latitudes above a few degrees with
ions, producing the effective scale height of the ionosphere.

Fig. 1c shows a view of the modeled ion trajectories pro-
jected onto the x–z plane of symmetry. Because the gyroradii
of the ions are small compared to the system under consider-
ation (a mass 32, singly ionized 10 eV ion has a gyroradius
of ∼0.5 km in a 5000 nT field), they effectively delineate the
dipolar field lines on which they are injected. A striking change
of ion behavior occurs at R ∼ 1.8 RS, the approximate radius
where Keplerian and corotation velocities are equal. The ions
inside of this radius, R = Rx , travel much further along the
dipolar field lines from their ring source than ions outside of
R = Rx . Moreover, they spiral into the atmosphere of Saturn,
primarily in the southern hemisphere.

Fig. 1d shows the contrasting case of projected O+
2 ion tra-

jectories in the offset dipolar field, but without the ion–molecule
collision scattering. The effective ion scale height is much re-
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Fig. 1. (a) Locations of O+
2 ion locations in the model. The inner layers of the ring ionosphere can be seen to extend to higher and lower latitudes than the outer

layers, with more of the ions in the south. These ions precipitate into Saturn’s atmosphere. (b) Same as (a) but for O+. (c) Trajectories projected into a meridian
plane to illustrate the effective “scale heights” of the ions versus equatorial radius. The radial gaps are the result of the starting point grid spacing. (d) Same as (c)
for O+

2 but without scattering by ion–molecule collisions.
duced outside R = Rx , where it is determined mainly by the
∼0.04 RS dipole offset to the north of the ring plane. Inside
R = Rx the results are similar to those shown in Fig. 1c, but the
ion precipitation along the field lines is confined to the southern
hemisphere.

To further understand this behavior we performed a numer-
ical experiment in which an ion was introduced into a simple
axial magnetic mirror geometry, with an externally imposed
force of specifiable strength and direction along the mirror field
axis. Two strong field regions at either end of the experiment
volume formed an effective ion trap for ions injected near the
midplane. The effect of gravity in Saturn’s offset dipole field
was approximated by an external field that changed direction at
a point along the mirror axis, which was moved away from the
mirror center. (In the rings, the radial force of Saturn’s grav-
ity, pulling particles down the dipolar field lines, competes with
the mirror force near their mirror points, which pushes them
upward toward the magnetic equator.) We determined that for
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circumstances similar to those in the inner magnetosphere of
Saturn (the presence of an axial external force directed away
from a point near, but not at, the mirror’s center, opposing the
mirror force at both ends), an initially trapped ion can leave the
trapping region within a bounce period. Thus the radial force of
Saturn’s gravity on the ion, coupled with Saturn’s dipole mag-
netic field, can cause an otherwise trapped ion to precipitate into
Saturn’s atmosphere. The preference for the “leakage” from the
side of the mirror containing the centroid of the external force
was also seen in the aforementioned numerical experiment. The
occurrence of the leakage depends on the relative strength of

Fig. 2. Time history of the z (north–south) coordinate for single test O+
2 ions

launched at R = 1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0,2.2,2.4 RS. The ions launched outside
of 1.8 RS are magnetically trapped and mirror between the northern and south-
ern hemispheres in the displaced dipole field. For these radial distances the
bounce periods are ∼6–8 h. The ion at 1.8 RS moves almost without dis-
placement from its Keplerian motion. The ions inside of 1.8 RS “fall” into the
southern Saturn hemisphere.
the external force and the mirror force. Outside of R = Rx the
gravitational field effect becomes negligible compared to the
mirror force, and the particles remain trapped unless they are
scattered into the loss cone by the ion–molecule collisions or
another process (e.g., wave–particle interactions) that is not in-
cluded in the present model.

We also co-located the dipole and rotational equators in a
run of the full Saturn model and observed no detrapping of the
ions injected at R < Rx in that case. In addition, we moved the
dipole equator to the opposite side of the ring plane and obtain
the expected reversed north–south asymmetry of the behavior
of ions injected at R < Rx . The ions’ behavior is further under-
stood by examining time histories of the calculated positions
in z of six test O+

2 ions launched from the ring plane (z = 0)

at R = 1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0,2.2,2.4 RS, without the complication
of the ion–molecule collisions, as shown in Fig. 2. The ions
launched at R > Rx bounce between mirror points in z with a
period of ∼6–8 h. The ion launched near Rx (≈1.8 RS) shows
almost no evidence of ion-pickup induced motion, as would be
expected given that the convection electric field is nearly zero in
that ion’s Keplerian speed reference frame. The ions launched
inside Rx vanish off the bottom of the plot as they fall into Sat-
urn’s atmosphere. These results suggest that gravity destabilizes
the trapping of the ring ions with an onset of the instability at
R = Rx .

The interplay between the corotation electric field and grav-
ity in controlling the motion of the ions is better seen by plot-
ting their velocities at the positions shown in comparison with
the Keplerian speed and corotation speed versus the radial dis-
tance R. Figs. 3a, 3b show the O+

2 and O+ test particle ve-
locities at the positions in Figs. 1a, 1b. The spreads of the
locations inward of the initial radial distances result from the
ion–molecule collisions, and, at R < Rx , from the gravitational
field effect on the ring ions inside R = Rx . The ions start with
the Keplerian velocity but are affected by the corotation elec-
Fig. 3. (a) Calculated O+
2 velocities from the model as a function of radial distance from Saturn. The radial separations of clusters of points reflect the selected

launch points. The behavior of the ions results from the combined pickup and scattering processes, but inside of the radius where the Keplerian and corotation
speeds are equal, the greater effect of gravity is seen. The escape velocity is also shown. (b) Same as (a) but for O+.
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Fig. 4. Statistics of the z coordinates of the test particles in Figs. 1a, 1b, showing the effective scale heights due to the magnetic mirroring and assumed scattering
processes. (a) For O+

2 and (b) for O+.

Fig. 5. (a) Contours of effective O+
2 and (b) O+ densities (arbitrary units, log 10 contours) derived from the statistics of the points in Figs. 1a, 1b.
tric field in such a way that, in the absence of collisions, they
oscillate between V = Vkep and V = 2Vcor − Vkep. This os-
cillating motion is consistent with the effect of the corotation
electric field, which is to maintain the ion gyrocenter motion
at Vcor, regardless of the initial velocity. However, with colli-
sions, the velocity range is increased and spreads, and gravity
alters this simple behavior noticeably at R < Rx . Note that
some of the ions exceed the escape velocity at radial distances
greater than ∼2.1 RS, so if these become neutralized by charge
exchange they can escape from Saturn, or at least into the mag-
netosphere, depending on their direction and the probability of
further charge transfer collisions.
Some statistics of the results are given in Figs. 4a, 4b which
show the effect of the dipole offset on the scale heights (in dis-
tance above the ring plane, z) of O+

2 and O+. The statistics are
sorted by radial distance to show the behavior also illustrated
by Fig. 1c. North–south differences in scale height are most
apparent inside R = Rx , consistent with the dynamics of the
particles described above. The O+ ions in Fig. 4b have gener-
ally larger scale heights that the O+

2 ions in Fig. 4a because
of their higher initial energies. In Figs. 5a, 5b the results in
Figs. 1a, 1b are turned into integrated line of sight density (ar-
bitrarily normalized) contours. Similar statistics in the plane of
symmetry (r–z plane) are shown in Figs. 6a, 6b. These give an
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Fig. 6. Same as (a) Fig. 5a (O+
2 ) and (b) Fig. 5b (O+), but in the r–z plane. For reference, the projection of the Cassini Orbiter SOI orbit segment is shown

superposed.
Fig. 7. Illustration of the latitude distribution of the precipitating ions, showing
the north–south asymmetry related to the dipole field offset.

idea of how each ion torus might look if the ions emitted pho-
tons at some remotely detectable wavelength. Note that because
the magnitude of the dipole equator northward shift is small
on these global scales, its effect appears mainly as north–south
asymmetries. The locations of the precipitating ions are another
possible place where emissions can be excited. Fig. 7 shows
the inferred latitude distribution of the precipitating ring ions,
which could in fact be broadened by some inward radial diffu-
sion process not included here. The fact that these ions reach
the atmosphere also prompted us to add an effective ambipolar
electric field correction to the forces on the ions. This polariza-
tion electric field is expected to exist in the upper atmosphere
of Saturn as a result of the differential effect of gravity on Sat-
urn’s own ionospheric electrons and ions (e.g., Wilson, 1991).
The addition of this field, which effectively reduces the mass of
the ion by a factor ∼2, has little difference on the overall re-
sults. Fig. 8a shows the energy spectrum derived from all of the
ions in the modeled torus, and Fig. 8b shows the spectrum of
the precipitating ions for contrast. The low energies of the pre-
cipitating ions suggest they will mainly affect Saturn’s upper
atmosphere. Approximately one percent of the ions shown in
Figs. 1a, 1b suffer this fate. If ∼1027 s−1 are produced by the
rings, as some authors suggest (e.g., Johnson et al., 2006), one
can calculate the flux into the southern latitude band in Fig. 7.

It is also of interest to examine the ion energy spectra as a
function of radial distance. Figs. 9a, 9b show the statistics of
the test particle energies in various radial ranges in the model.
The effect of an increasing corotation speed with radius on the
ion energies is seen, but there is also an increasing width of
the spectrum. This latter effect occurs as the pickup process
becomes more classical: as the corotation velocity exceeds the
Keplerian speed by increasing amounts, an observer will de-
tect a broader range of energy oscillation between the initial
Keplerian speed and energy equivalent to twice the corotation
speed. Another useful display is the pitch angle distribution of
the ions, which is shown in Figs. 10a and 10b, this time for all
spatial locations but sorted by ion energy. Even with the pitch
angle scattering associated with the ion–molecule reactions in
the model, the ions largely preserve pickup ion-like distribu-
tions peaking near 90◦. The few degree offsets of the peaks
from 90◦ can be attributed to the pickup of the ions near the
ring plane source located off the dipole equator.
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Fig. 8. (a) Calculated ion energy spectra for the entire modeled ion populations. (b) Energy spectra of the precipitating component just prior to impacting the
planetary boundary.

Fig. 9. (a) Calculated ion energy spectra for O+
2 obtained from the statistics of the test particles in various radial distance ranges of the model. (b) Same as (a) but

for O+.
4. Discussion

The calculations described here simulate what might be ob-
served at Saturn, by low energy ion instruments such as Cassini
CAPS and INMS, in the vicinity of Saturn’s rings. The inter-
pretation of these ion data in terms of the neutral atmosphere of
the rings, and also in terms of the effects of the ring atmosphere
on the magnetosphere, requires detailed modeling that takes
into account the forces that control the particles. Here we as-
sumed a neutral particle distribution based on work described
elsewhere (Johnson et al., 2006) and focused on the question of
how the ring ionosphere is formed, interacts with the ambient
atmosphere, and behaves in the force field environment of the
rings. We find some potentially significant results which could
not have been anticipated without such modeling. One is that
the ions inside of the radial distance where the Keplerian and
corotation velocities are equal (Rx ≈ 1.8 RS) are noticeably af-
fected by Saturn’s gravitational field compared to ions outside
this radius. The combination of the planet’s dipole field offset
from the planet’s gravitational center leads to a preferential pre-
cipitation of ring ions into the southern hemisphere of Saturn,
at a latitude of about 30◦. The ring ionosphere therefore un-
dergoes a drastic transition inside of that radius, Rx , extending
along the dipole field lines with a large scale height. The other
consequence is that the ring ion torus is globally asymmetric
between the northern and southern hemispheres, with a larger
southern hemisphere density inside R < Rx . We have not exam-
ined the possible consequences for the neutral ring atmosphere
and neutral escape.

Do reported Cassini results show any evidence of these at-
tributes? Thus far the only detail has been provided by the in
situ SOI results from CAPS and INMS. Both of these instru-
ments detected the species O+

2 and O+ ions examined here
within the spatial domains of the model, though their sam-
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Fig. 10. (a) Calculated pitch angle distributions for O+
2 at various energies, for the entire spatial domain of the model. (b) Same as (a) but for O+.
Fig. 11. Simulated SOI ion energy spectrogram calculated by “flying through”
the model along the SOI trajectory (see Fig. 6 showing the outbound portion;
inbound is nearly symmetrical). This spectrogram shows the ion energies in the
rest frame of Saturn, with the INMS energy limit indicated by the horizontal
line. The color scale is a linear “counts” or ion number scale. The samples
around R = 1.8 RS have small numbers because of the thinness of the ring
ionosphere in this region, combined with the SOI trajectory. Both O+

2 and O+
are included in this spectrogram, with the O+

2 multiplied by a factor of 4 to
account for its greater production rate (see text). It is difficult to distinguish
the O+ peaks in this display, which uses logarithmic energy bins of 0.1. The
raggedness of the spectrogram is an artifact of the model’s 0.2 RS separated
injection radii.

pling was restricted to small periods over the north face of
the ring plane and in the ring plane outside of the main rings.
The sudden onset of the detected ions in the CAPS instru-
ment measurements reported by Tokar et al. (2005) at about
z = +0.23 RS and R = 1.86 RS requires a loss process like that
described here for R < Rx (e.g., the contours in the r–z plane
in Figs. 6a and 6b are consistent with a steep onset). The en-
ergy spectra of the ions in Fig. 8a resemble those observed by
Fig. 12. Doppler shifted ion energy spectra for the model O+
2 and O+ popula-

tions sampled along the SOI trajectory at the spacecraft velocity. This represents
the “raw” or uncorrected spectrum that enters the instrument apertures. The ver-
tical line shows the approximate upper energy limit for ion detection by INMS.

CAPS during SOI (Tokar et al., 2005). In Fig. 11 we show a
simulated energy spectrogram obtained by sampling the model
ions along the SOI trajectory. This represents what would have
been seen by an omnidirectional ion detector that made mea-
surements through both the inbound and outbound legs of SOI,
and whose measurements are corrected for the relative space-
craft motion (the energies are in the rest frame with respect to
Saturn). The sharp cutoffs on either side of periapsis coincide
with the edge of the ring source in our model (∼2.4 RS), as we
do not consider any outward radial diffusion process(es). The
intense portion of this simulated spectrogram on the outbound
side (negative time) resembles the innermost portion of a sim-
ilar CAPS spectrogram shown in Fig. 6 of Tokar et al. (2005).
The detection of these ions by the INMS instrument with an
upper energy limit for ion detection of ∼100 eV (in the space-
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craft frame) sensitively depends on the relative motion of the
spacecraft, which moves at ∼20 km/s during the period of the
INMS observations of ring-related ions (Waite et al., 2005). To
suggest how the model ionosphere spectrum would appear to
INMS, we Doppler-shifted the model ion velocities along the
spacecraft orbit to obtain the ion spectra shown in Fig. 12. It is
clear that the INMS would be sensitive to a significant fraction
of the ions encountered. The INMS also inferred the existence
of shell or ring-like pitch angle distributions of the ions, consis-
tent with Figs. 10a, 10b. Whether the SOI data allow detailed
testing of such features is uncertain.

The potential implications of a successful model go well
beyond the interpretation of SOI in situ data. The more spa-
tially extended atomic oxygen torus observed by Cassini UVIS
with peak emission around 3.8 RS (Esposito et al., 2005) shows
great temporal variability, implying both a changing source
strength and effective removal. This torus must result in part
from charge-exchange-neutralized oxygen ions from the ring
ionosphere that have been accelerated by the corotation elec-
tric field (see Fig. 3b), and also from some ring atmosphere
neutrals that have been scattered by the collisions onto ellip-
tical orbits taking them to larger radii (e.g., Fig. 3 in Johnson
et al., 2006). One can then ask whether an excitation radial
profile (e.g., due to electron impact when the energetic mag-
netospheric electrons reappear outside the main rings) makes
the UV torus peak at ∼3.8 RS, rather than a source profile
with a peak near Enceladus’ orbit (at ∼3.9 RS). CAPS elec-
tron measurements can help to answer this question. In other
work, Krimigis et al. (2005) observe energetic neutral atoms
escaping the Saturn environment after ions are injected into
the inner magnetosphere—and charge exchange with the neu-
trals there. But the escaping energetic neutral atoms are only a
small fraction of what might escape via the production of a ring
ionosphere, which includes a percentage of all ions above the
escape velocity (see Figs. 3a, 3b). Moreover, this escape and
the ions precipitating into the atmosphere of Saturn may con-
stitute an important loss process for ring material over time. As
the Cassini Orbiter continues its tour of the Saturn system, we
will better learn about the broader roles of the ring atmosphere
and its ionosphere. Extensions of the model in which the neu-
tral particles are also followed are planned as a follow-on to this
work, with these continuing observations in mind.
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